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In a futuristic USA, it's forbidden to give birth to more than one child for each woman. As usual, you
can escape to Mexico to avoid the authorities in USA, which is exactly what John and Karen Brennick
were trying to do when Karen is pregnant with her second child (their first child was born dead).
When they think they have made it they are discovered and put to prison (for 31 years), a modern
prison called the "Fortress" where the prisoners are controlled by lasers, neutron-cannons, cameras,
mind-scanners and electronic pain-causing devices in their stomachs. With those odds, John still
plans to escape with his wife. In 2017, John Henry Brennick and his wife Karen are captured at a US
immigration point with an illegal baby during population control. The resulting prison experience is
the subject of the movie. The prison is run by a private corporation bent on mind control. This is not
a great work of art but it is a great work of popcorn eating genre watching. Everyman against evil
corporation in a scary future.

Shades of Margaret Atwood for those who might not know who she is. ["The Handmaid's Tale is
worth reading or watching -- it is quite readable Atwood, the film pretty good too.] The film should
not be confused with a lesser known foreign genre flick by the same name about a schoolteacher
trying to escape a different kind of danger with her school children. Again, both the film and book is
worthwhile.

Anyway, so, a man (Christopher Lambert, perfect genre everyman) has to escape from a prison to
save his wife with the help of the likes of Jeffrey Combs (taking a break from trying to bring things to
life) against the evil Kurtwood Smith (of course!). Great for late night viewing. Don't take too
seriously! A movie that really could have been a lot better. Not all that bad, but far from good. Some
of the cast have acting ability, but not all of them are going at full power. Parts of the decor is
convincing, but quite a lot of it looks like plasterboard painted flat gray with some extra symbols
thrown on to make the whole look futuristic. Some effects are very nice (the holographic display for
instance) but some are obviously made on a too-tight budget (the StriKlones) and a lot of them are
not at all necessary. The story could stand on its own without most of the explosions.

The overall feeling is that if the makers had opted for an existing location instead of constructing
one, some more money could have gone toward retakes and actor coaching. A lot of the techno-junk
at the end could have been replaced with a straightforward (fire)fight with todays weaponry without
sacrificing any of the tension and with much better end results. SF generally works just fine without
death rays.

All in all, this film is OK if you are trapped in bed (the flu, hangover, terminal boredom) and need
some entertainment that won't strain the brain too much. It never achieves "suspension of disbelief"
which is crucial in a movie, so it mostly falls on its face when it comes to really grabbing you, and
that's a shame since it easily could have been so much better. There is nothing really wrong with the
scripted ideas, most of the crew is capable of much more than this and wiser spending would have
resulted in a better film. I realize the backers want to see the money end up on the screen, but they
should have focused on the acting instead of the "future" angle which really is incidental anyway.

Hollywood is always recycling stuff. Lets hope this movie gets remade some day, with different
priorities. Here the situation is a bit complicated. In the States, only an R-Rated version was
released, that, in the first place, cuts out two additional violent scenes. In Europe a slightly longer
cut was released that still misses out these two violent scenes but features four slightly longer story
scenes. Only in the UK, released on VHS and LD, the complete version of Fortress: the four story
pieces + the two violent scenes, is available. a5c7b9f00b 
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